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Introduction

I

Fifty-one years ago he came here as an immigrant.
It was 1902. He left his wife and four-year-old son in Europe.
America-the land of his dreams-welcomed him.
He went to work in the coal fields, long hours at hard, backbreaking labor. Every extra penny he put aside.
After seven years, he brought his wife and son out of the misery
of Old Europe to the New World.
Through the years, he worked to support his family.
His first-born died in Europe in 1918, wearing the uniform of
the United States Arniy.
,
A family of three sons and one daughter grew up on these shores.
One other son, the youngest, died in the Battle of the Bulge during World War 11.
His name?
He is one-or all-of 14,000,000 foreign-born Americans. The
name and the facts differ. The story, &ough, is the same.
Together with millions of others, he came here seeking a new
life in an atmosphere free of the hatred and oppression of the Old
World; helped build the skyscrapers and subways; peopled the
work benches and factories; helped mold our culture and life.
Then, in 1952, Congress passed the Walter-McCarran Law over
the President's veto. On December 24, 1952, the Law went into
effect.
Each one of the 14,000,000 Americans of foreign birth feels the
impact of the police-state provisions of this alter-~darran Law.
All are suspect because they are foreign born; hounded and perse- .
cuted because they are foreign born; subject to FBI surveillance
and harassment because they are foreign born; open to cluestioning
and intimidation by the Immigration and Naturalization Service
because they are foreign born.
These Americans are no longer at home in the United States.
And, while they are made scapegoats, the liberties of all Americans,
native born as well as foreign born, are being destroyed.
The outlines of the American police state are being erected
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for the foreign born. But,, QW s@,

+police state -is established,
the native born will find that its confines include them, too.
The legal structure for this p i a state is prowided by the
,
paLtpaghithat g6 to hake up the Walter-Mdarran Law.
The dangers are i&d .greaz but the possibilities for fighting,
ndifying, ud repelling &isb Law mi even grdarcr.
One illustration of .this,fact was prwided by the public heari ~ g r.held in,)I a cities -a
i the c o h t r y d d n g October 1952 by
the President's Commission on Immigration ahd Naturalization.
The CommWm heaid *60pw i t n w ' and Stated, in its Repait,
"The 4hnmission 'was sutprisd m:+learh. of the widespread and
rather determined opposition to the Act of iggr? The Commission
reporti& dOo that4 '%~mp&@~m1
jr i f e i v . 06 the aganizations and
appetasi'19&:More:thi t & b ~ 0 3 [ kwere in favor of the
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A m the country, new organizations have developed in recent
d& r ~ c a t d deml&&xte+rl'Jto77h
&gbt 6Dr rkpeal or revisitm of
the WaltaeGarr;m .Iipw.
i'~wi
nedr i o q p & a t i ~ aepmmnt an.
@ticah d.
lsozial: groups f~i&ifii
&eirir~
mminudties. Sbultanedi&1B, &eh gm&m . q u m b ut imd!i&&
.-inall wB1b of Arnaican
l&ktatbk-np
i pub lid^ qpimtr&is .Law i jr 1 .
ThPi ffdxces'mf:&actioniBab nbt ji&i&le,
~ot
I as -powerful as
t h y piretknd'ta,I)@ Cin*:theifatta&mn the rights gafi !the h t i c a n
peopleriThetpe6pW will-prevpil, arid:&sit at@xbamtto th? *tdem@
1
cratic faith cannot be severed by the rampant hysteria which thm&
a h ai.xmic&ri~~
;IF.@a$tir)np
(carinat;Ibm&i. fie American , peaple
tcr~taer c x t & Ah.tIthqd nafl &c@pj~tulith~liy$
+protsstit
pli o p ~ i ~ i oi n ;
the i p p l h t h s d i r c ~ &i~t 'sechs b imposel omarindrity .scapqpw
dais Ipqq&lst,the; &nmicam Cmdmittee [.for:&el
I
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Law, to replace it with an immigration .ad..
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POLICESTATE TERROR AGAINST FOREIGN-BORN
AME3UCANS

By Abner Green,

Secretary

American Committee for Protection of Foreign Born
Leaders in all walks of American life have condemned the
Walter-McCarran Law. They have indicated its dangers in general
terms and repeatedly called for its repeal.
These various criticisms levelled at the Walter-McCarran Law
are accurate even though general in nature.
I t is a police-state law.
Its immigration provisions are racist and discriminatory.
I t deprives non-citizens of all democratic rights.
It would facilitate the deportation of thousands of non-citizens.
It creates two categories of citizenship-native-born and naturalized-with naturalized citizens threatened with loss of citizenship
on the flimsiest of grounds.
These general criticisms are correct. But greater understanding
of its actual provisions is essential if the American people are to be
rallied to win repeal of this hated Law.

Background
The immigration and naturalization laws of the United States
were enacted in piecemeal fashion over a period of some 60 years,
beginning with 1888.
In each period of hysteria and heightened tension, Congress
was stampeded by demagogues into pushing through laws that
would "save the country from the menace of the aliens."
Such legislation was enacted following the assassination of President McKinley; at the time of the First World War in 1917; preceding the Second World War in 1940. Each new law was comprehensive in itself and contained sections whose provisions con,:.*.
flicted with provisions of earlier laws.
#
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Judiciary Committee to investigate immigration
oh3anii;ti9&&€if
%=
38wr o& &k -8tatdte.kQ.
%
eil'
Senate Judiciarp.,&pmn&q J'held public hearings and
"s~died"ihe matter for three years.
The re$dl@'&fer'rQkis
$e?&@~~r"&edlgatioh~*f
the W%1t e r - ~ c ~ a r rai"Jtgw,L\
?p'':('':'
f , : ~ . ; ~ % i ~ , a ,,: * I (
'
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. . This<
Law was supposed to .codify all e+sting immigration and
'd%t&a~&tk%b"la.c~i"ahd'bbir f
k aowh' into one' eadily understood
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~ d ~ t e v ethe
r, ~ a I t e r ~ i ~ c ~ h $ n ' &
-3rdaitself,
k , is is amfusing

~ ~ i ~ ~ a ~ ~ & t i d i i ! ~ ~ h b - S & h t alaws
i f . &pkevitiuily
k i ~ ; d d enacted. ~t
is poorly written and ~~ici&#%&ibt$'
' bf; & l'la'w 'completely con,
,,; ' . - . .
iradict other sectioz~~.
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tbp:ethdr .LdP
la*&
bu! made, many 'significant additionsf ek$iy!rig h e i r bias and
!ha&g@gfirbtrki&~-bbfh
i'&$afa!'w
'&I&* study of the public
<&ai;iit& h;9d % thg : s ~ ~ 8 t ~ t : ~ 1, &a!tj''~61mrnff
~ ~
ieii 'iniikks clear thkt
'

these IieGings were just widdbid&essi&. 'h!Qiiikdtestirhon$ df
Inilividuals' and organizat$ons rec~nimendingneeded changes in
the W & a & n and natd&%fgi&&&
'%&ks was ignored completely.
3: ..rt is obtSod !that &is Lan was l drafted by i a d d s having
&ti*aci! k~&&de a6
day-&lay ihpwtions, d the I m m i p
tion and)Natitrali~ati~h
Service. It wbuld ap@m &at the Justice
c*&nhmikspka
:raaay kctiom on.t ~ ~ ~ ifa not
y ,the
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While the Law is judged and condemned on the basis of its
actual provisions and their effect on the rights of the American
people, the character of those who sponsored it in Congress is of
some significance.
Senator Pat McCarran is the public defender in this country
of the fascist dictator of Spain, Francisco Franco, and has repeatedly used his Senate office to carry out attacks on organized
labor.
Rep. Francis Walter exposed his objectives when he developed
a series of anti-Semitic tirades on the floor of Congress during
January 1953 and tried to label opponents of the Walter-McCarran Law as "professional Jews." (See the Congressioml Record for
January 18, 1955, page $30.)

'

Powers of the Attorney General
" (The Walter - McCarran Law)
places enormous power in the hands
of one government official, the Attorney General, a power which, in an
emergency, can cost us all that America means." - DR. CONSTANTINE
PANUNZIO, Professor Emeritqs of Sociology, University of California.
In January 1920, Attorney General A. Mitchell Palmer carried
out a series of raids and arrests, as a result of which more than
6,000 citizens and non-citizens were taken into custody. Public
opinion condemned the Palmer Raids of 1920. To this day they
are regarded with shame by the average decent American.
One of the reasons leading to public condemnation of the
Palmer Raids was the fact that they were completely lawless in
character. The Attorney General exceeded powers granted him
by Congress and grossly violated the constitutional rights of citizens tlrrd non-citizens.
Today, the Attorney General could duplicate the Palmer Raids
with full sanction of the law.
I

7
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Under Section 287 (a) of the Walter-McCarran Law, the Attorney General's representatives have the "right" to arrest without
a warrant any person believed to be a non-citizen "illegally" in the
United States.
Any non-citizen could be arrested without a warrant and the
average citizen could, too, since the average citizen does not-and,
of course, should not-carry proof of citizenship on his or her person at all times. In addition, millions of native-born Americans
cannot prove birth in this country and they could be held on
suspicion of being non-citizens here "illegally" until their citizenship is established.
T k .may be no danger of mass raids and arrests today. But,
tomorrow-or at any moment of crisis in the future-the danger
of mass raids and arrests would exist.
The reactionary spirit generated by the new Law is given
weight and substance by the manner in which extraordinary power
is placed at the disposal of the Attorney General. This is a personal
as well as a general power, since the Attorney General can delegate the powers granted him by the Law to the hundreds of agents
working in the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
It is of no minor significance that, in one of his very first public
statements, the new Attorney General, Herbert J. Brownell, Jr.,
announced that the Justice Department was considering action
against io,ooo naturalized American citizens and i 2,ooo non-citizens. This is more than three times the number of people affected
directly in the 1920 Palmer Raids!
The Walter-McCarran Law gives the Attorney General virtual
power of life and death over g,ooo,ooo non-citizens in the United
States and any immigrant desiring to come to this country. Section
log .(a) of the Law provides that "determination and ruling by the
Attorney General with respect to all questiohs of law shall be controlling."
Section 242 (c) grants the Attorney General power to erect and
maintain concentration camps in the United States for non-cizizem.
It provides that the Attorney General can "expend
such
amounts as may be necessary for the acquisition of land and the
8
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erection, maintenance, operation, remodeling, or repair of buildings, sheds, and office quarters
and adjunct facilities, necessary
for the detention of aliens."
Each section of the Law, many of yhich are discussed in other
chapters of this pamphlet, grants the Attorney General an unlimited exercise of his discretion in the treatment of people affected
by the Law.
While a noncitizen in the United States has an opportunity to
defend himself t,o some degree by appealing to public opinion Snd
the Federal courts, the newly-arriving immigrant is much more
vulnerable.
An immigrant can be excluded from the United States on any
+r no-ground at all. Section 235 (c) of the Law provides that,
"If the Attorney General is satisfied that the alien is excludable
. . . on the basis of information of a confidential nature, the disclosure of which the Attorney General . . concludes would be prejudicial to the public interest," he may order the immigrant excluded and deported without any hearing or presentation of the
charges against him. If no country will accept the excluded immigrant, he cad be imprisoned on Ellis Island for the rest of his
life, as decided by the United States Supreme Court in the Mezei
case in March 1953.
This procedure of excluding without charges,or a hearing was
established for ' the first time in the history of the country in a
Presidential Proclamation on November 14, I 94I, granting special
war-time powers to the Attorney General. Throughout the period
of the war, this power was-exercised in very few cases. However,
after the war was concluded, the Attorney General started to use
these powers, has used them in thousands of cases, and has succeeded in having them written into law.
At the same time, it is clear that it is the intention of the Attorney General to secure the same unlimited and unchallengeable
powers over non-citizens in the United States as he can today
exercise over newly-arriving immigrants. Already many non-citizens, ordered deported as a result of technical violations of the immigration laws, are denied an opportunity to adjust their status
9
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and thereby escape deport~tionbecause of."secret and confidential
information" which the Attorney General refuses to disclose.
The danger of vesting so much power in the hands of the Att m e y General is heightenefi since he is not elected to office. The
Attorney General is a political appointee. He has no direct responsibility to the electorate. H
is main responsibility is to the political
machine which elevated him to his high office.
As stated recently by Dr. Corliss Lamont, prominent educator
and writer, the Walter-McCarran Lhw "gives' to the United Stam
Attorney General such wide and sweeping powers in deportation
and exclusion cases that he is able to become virtually a dfctator.
Fppear ,ukeax;istii: to refei to an Attomy General of
It
~ d & ' Statis
d
"didic't$tor." But, .ihecalibre of men who have
fill* ;hithost yecehtly rai& serious qbesti~ns.
..: t
,
qlark & ,&toTnei ~ e r + k ?ripresq*ted
l,
F ~ l ~ t a x eand
k
talJci# Pf takiqg laFwYefs
to ,$IF wood-shed. It wag iq hii admiiistra:
tion +at &
deportation aqd 'de,natura~iiationdrive was
I
laungeq. :
Howard Mflrath w i p e 4 .in,the midst of an iqvestigation into
comptitm in g o v e v e n e dEi,ces, He. advanced the antidemocratic
program launched by Tom Clark.
, James, M&ranery pulled ,t@einfamous frame-up ''deport~tion"
of ch'aks Cbaplin and intensified the hysteria against the foreign
born.
.
,
Now, Uerbqt J. Bzownell, in a few months, has demonsmated
an even greater disregard for fundamental democratic rights in the .
treatment of non-citizens and naturalized,citizens.
Even an honest Attoqney General might!be corrupted and lose
all sense of democratic balance when given the "sweeping powers"
provided his o&e by the Walter-McCarran Law. An Attorney General lacking principles could hurt the American people in many
ways and,go far beyond,the excesses of the 1920 Attorney General,
A. Mitchell Palmer, before public opinion would have any opportunity to alter the course of events.
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Status

of Non-Citizens

" (The Walter-McCarran Law) rests
upon an attitude of hostility and
distrust against a1I a l i e n s . " - P ~ I DENT'S COMMISSION
ON IMMIGRATIO
AND NATURALIZATION.
How is one to measure liberty?
What is the meaning of democratic right3
Perhaps the best guide for our purpose is to be found in the first
lo Amendments ot the Constitution of the United States.
The right to speak your mind . . Full and equal freedom of
thought and belief. . . The right to join with other Americans
to petition the government for a redress of grievances. .-Freedom
of association. . The right to refuse to incriminate oneself. .
Freedom from bills of attainder and ex-post-facto laws.
Judged by these standards, g,ooo,ooo non-citizens in the United
States today are without democratic rights and without liberties.
Under the Walter-McCarran Law, a non-citizen can be:
- arrested without a warant under Section 287 (a) (2);
- held without. bail, under Section 242 (a);
-deported for exercising freedom of speech or belief, under
Section 24 i (a) (7);
-deported on the basis of an ex-post-facto law, making an act
which was perfectly legal when committed years ago illegal
today, under Section 243 (a);
- deported on the basis of a bill of attainder, which punishes a
group of individuals by name, as found in Section ,441 (a)
(6)(C);
- given a hearing in absentia and ordered deported even though
not present at his deportation hearing, as provided by Section 242 @);
- deported to any country that will accept him, under Section
248 (a) (7);
- sent to jail for lo years for failing to attempt dilligently to
deport himself, under Section 242 (el

.
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The Walter-McCarran Law is a blue-print for the imposition
of police-state conditions of living for the non-citizen in the United
States. Nothing is left to chance. Every possible legal avenue to
persecution and harassment of non-citizens is fully developed.
It thereby creates a community of g,ooo,ooo people without
rights, but whose lives are bound up with the welfare of all of .
the people.
Each time a non-citizen is arrested American citizens are affected
directly as a result of its effect on the trade union in which he may
be a m m k or the fraternal or cultural organization in which he
may be active., which is deprived of his leadership and experience.
What is inflicted on the non-citizefi today can-and will-be
inflicted on the citizen tomorrow unless an informed and aroused
public opinion ends the Justice Department's deportation hysteria.

The Registratian of NonICitizms
"The International Imtitute is o p
paced to the increase in regiment&tion of foreign-born persons and especially to the new type of policing
in many features .of the Walter-McCaman Act?-ORAN T . MOORE,
President, International Institute of Metropolitan Detroit, Inc.

.
section 261' of the Walter-McCarran Law provides that all noncitizens in the United States mush be registered and fingerprinted.
qgYe. t,p, comply ay result in fine of Slpoo.and a six-month
jail sentence. The making of a false statement wheh being registered
is punishable by a fine of $1,000 and a six-month jail sentence.
4x1 addifion, every n?n-citizen must notify the Attorney General
once a year, 'during the month of January, of his or her current
address and of any change of address during the year within ten
dais of such change. Failure to make the annual report can result
a fine of $ZOO and a one-month jail sentence. Failure to report
a change of addrek can result in the same ~enalty.
.
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Violation of any one of the above provisions, in addition to the
criminal penalties, becomes a basis for the non-citizen's deportation, under Section 241 (a) (5), 266 (b), and 266 (c), Section 266
(b) provides that, "irrespective of whether an alien is convicted
and punished," mere failure to report one's current address to the
Attorney General during January or to report a change of address
is ground for deportation.
This is the simplest way imagi .ble to frame any one of the
3,000,000 non-citizens. Michael Gates, of Philadelphia, has been
indicted for failure to report his current address to the Attorney
General during January 1952. Mr. Gates states that he did comply
with the Law and that he did report his address to the Attorney
General during January 1952. Even if he is found not guilty,
Michael Gates faces deportation under Section 266 (b)!
Section 064 (e) provides that non-citizens must "at all times"
have on their person their Alien Registration Receipt Card. Failure to comply can result in a fine of $100 and a one-month jail
sentence. Elizabeth N. Wilson, executive secretary of the International Institute of Gary, Indiana, in criticizing this provision,
stated, "This new requirement seems to be a reversion to the police
system of Europe described by our newcomers."
This is indeed a Gestapo pass system. It seeks to establish as a
part of American life the hated Nazi principles which tries to set
apart one section of the population as a scape-goat.
The Justice Department itself, in 1941, condemned this procedure as conflicting with American principles. In 1941, the Justice
Department filed- an amicus curiae ("friend of the court") brief
with the United States Supreme Court condemning a Pennsylvania
State law that would have required all non-citizens in the State to
carxy Alien Registration Cards on their person at all times. In
1941, the Justice Department stated that, under the State law,
non-citizens "are subject to the irksome and harassing requirement
of carrying an identification card at all times and diplaying it to
the police authorities on demand. . . ('Thus, non-citizens) are subject to constant threat of intrusive surveillance by the state police."
Twelve years later, in 1953, the Justice Department seeks to

.

deny its own words. But, to the non-citizen it is just as irksome and
just as haassing to be subject to the threat of intrusite surveillance
whether by the state police or the FBI. . '
Once before in the history 08 our country the American people
wipid out a provision for the registration of non-citizens. The act
of 1798 provided that every "white" non-citizen, "free and of voti ~ age,"
g must report to the Clerk of the local District Court. This
provision, a part of the Alien and Sedition Laws of 1798. was
eliminated when those hated Laws wete nullified by the Americsul
people prider the leadership of Thomas Jefferson.
,
. Today, a similar resurgence of democratic strength will result
in ending this ~mericanversion of the Gestapo pass system.

Pre~iminaryInvestigations
" (The Walter-McCarran Law) erects
an absolute power on the part of administrative oflicers to flout the rights
of the individual in the name of the
state."-A. L. ZWERDLING, Chairman,
Americans for Democratic Action,
Detroit
Chapter.
*

An employer is told that one of the men in his shop is trying
to talk other workers into organizing a union. There are grievances,
speed-up, health hazards. The men are beginning to talk about
higher wages.
T h e employer doesn't know what will happen if he fires the
worker talking union. It may result in uniting the workers and
bring on a strite-and a union.
He calls the personnel office for the. man's job application.' It
indicates that the man is not a citizen.
The employer sends a letter to the Justice Department. The
"trouble makef' iin his shop may be a "communist."
Representatives of' the Immigration and Naturalization Service

(
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visit the neighborhood of the man's residence-speak to his landlord, corner grocer, druggist, newspaper dealer-and then to others
working in his shop.
Shortly thereafter, the non-citizen receives a letter to appear
at the I m g r a t i o n and Naturalization Service concerning an "official matter."
It is a routine preliminary investigation.
When he appears in answer to the communication, the "trouble
maker" is subjected to hours of questioning. He is placed under.
oath A stenographer makes a record of all questions and answers.
The informatipn obtained from the inquiries in his neighborhoodand shop are available to the investigator questioning him.
The regulations governing preliminary investigations, issued
by the Juatice Department, implementing and even extending provisions of the Walter-McCarran Law, do not allow the non-citizen
to de-6
a paetponement while he seeks legal advice. Nor
do they require fie investigator to notify the non-citizen that an
attorney or a friend may be present during the examination
If the non-citizen provides any information that can be used
as the basis for his deportation, his own statement is introduced
as "evidence" against him at his deportation hearing.
Even if the investigator finds nothing that can serve as the basis
for deportation proceedings, the non-citizen is recalled from time
to time for additional and continued questioning.
Meanwhile'?
The employer h& fired the non-citizen on the ground that the
Jgstice Department is investigating him because he is "subversive."

The Right

to

Bail

" (The Walter-McCarran Law) contains unnecessary and unreasonable
restrictions and pena lties agabut indiv ~ ~ u ~ ~ s . " - ~ S I D E N TCOMMISSION
%
ON
IMMIGRATION
AND NATURALIZATION.

In the course of the preliminary investigation, unaware of his
15
4

'yl?

rights, the noh-citizen states that, eighteen years previousv, ' he
had been a member of the Communist Parry of the Uliited States.
for four months.
'%Thisadmission is adequate grounds for the initiation of deportation proceedings under Section nq I (6) (C)of the Walter-Mc-.
Carran Law.
Section 242 (a) provides that, when arrested, the, noneitcafl be held without bdi1 or released on bail ufider "such cohditions
ab ..the Attoraey kenera1 may pn.es&$be."
Efforts by the '~ueticeDepartment t6 hold non-eitiiend amestkd
ik ~ d e p o ~ t r i o h ~Hithuur
~ k ~ bail
d ~ ~theakn lfo d.desu!q IIS'
American 'dghtl'ti$ifdl. -Aspfkited. out by Supreine Court ~&tBce
Hugo- B l d d Irwk j&, ,'Thea
stark fact is that if Congress can
authoriie hprisorrment oE.'%lienc d d n i ~ t s because4
'
daiigemus,'
it
authorize ~ i r n ~ ~of ~d et b~ 'co&munists'
t .
on the same
&di
while &Is parUh& bureau campaign to fill the jails.
ib' said'%'be aimHl at 'd&&r6ds* aliin' e~hxib&ts'only, - peaceful
.
citizen$ may be ens@arrdin 'the ~~x#?sB."
'''' Even dhen bail is grantixl, rhe followingsiire the "mdditions"
&hi& .the Attorney General is seeking to i m p oh onc citizens
I
before they are ordered-deported:
Report in persan once a week to an immi&ation inspeaor;
Give information under oath to an immigration dflbicer as to
conduct, activities, and .associations;
Not leave the immigration district withopt specid permission
of the Idigration and Neturalimtion Service;
Notify the' Saviee of any change in rebideme or employment
within the immigration district within 48 hours after any change
is made;
Secure pamission to change residence, if from one immigration
district to' another, at least 48 hours before such, change;
In addition to, these "corrditisns," the non-citizen must "terminate and remain disassociated from . . . support or other activity 1
. , . in furtherance of the dwtrines and policies of the Communist
Party of the United States."
Still another "condition" specifies that the noneithen "shall .
,
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refrain from associating with any person, knowing or having reasonable ground to believe that such person is a member of or affiliated
with or is engaged in any promotion of any activities" furthering
the doctrine and policies of the Communist Party.
In other words, in order to be "free," the non-citizen must have
absolutely nothing to do with any person afEliated with an m a t e
of the Communist Party!
A non-citizen arrested in deportation procedings and released
on bail under these "conditions" apparently i s supposed not to
see anybody, speak to anybody, or associate with anybody. If an
old friend whom he hasn't seen for ten years accosts him on the
street, the noncitizen is supposed to demand whether his old friend
"furthers the doc&nes and policies of the Communist Party in any
way" before he will speak to him! .
Blanch and .David Fradkin, of Los Angeles &e in an unfortunate position. Both have been ordered deported on the ground
of past membership.in the Communist Party. They are married to
each other. In order to comply with the "bond conditions" being
d k r d &em, Mr. and Mrs. Fradkin will have to divorce each other,
or at least not "associate" with each other, in order to remain
"free" on "bail."
Freedom is a relative matter. One doesn't need walls or bars
in order to be in a jail. Any noncitizen who fully accepts, and
submits to, thkse new bond "conditions" is no longer free. He becomes a walkeg jail, with the disadvantage that he has to supply
his own food and lodging.

Deportation Hearings
"The provisions of the Walter-McCarran Law that jeopardize an opportunity for a fair hearing for those
faced with deportation . . . are not
consistent with the record and reputation of America for fair play to all."
-FATHER JOSEPH C. WHALEN,Director of Charities, Catholic Diocese of
Grand Rapids, Michigan.

'7
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A non-citizen has lived in the United States 42 y m 8 havifig
been brought to this country when he was seven years old;
'

He is matried ta a natitte-born American citizen.
He is the father of W e American~boinchildren. His dnly son
has just been drafted into the United States Army.
The non-citizen has never been arrested for violating any law.
He has always worked hard to support his family.
He has always been a good union man. Recently, when he got
a job in a non-union shop, where the conditions were misedle, he
started to talk union. Unknown to the noh-citizen, his employer
'reported this to the Justice Department. At a preliminary investigation, which grossly violated his right&;the hcm-citizen stated tliat
he had been a member of the .Cqmmunist
,
Party for four months
,
.
.
&
.
in 1934.
Arrested and then "free" on conditiobal bai1,'the noncitizen is
called to a depbrtation hearing.
- A man's whole life in the United States is tolbe given a hearing.
Everything he'has done and everything he has been since the day
h e was brought into this country, a child of seven, is on trial. .His
right to remain in this' country is at stake. The welfare of his family is in the balance.
But, the - deportation heating provided non-citizens under the
Walter-McCaran , Law completely exposes the Justice Depart. ment's scorn for human beings.
Deportation hearings are a farce! They aren't hearings in any
sense of the word. They are organized by the Justice D e p m d n t
to produce decisions!Jar the.deportation of, non-citizens as methodically as the belt-lin@:J3enry~o;d built to produce automobiles.
There is no such tKing as due process at a deportation hearing.
There' are no rqed of evidelice.
Hearsay testimony is acciptable.
A person who steals'money is entitled to due process. At his
trial, there is a jury. There are strict rules of evidence. Hearsay
testimony is not acceptabJe. But, a non-citizen fighting for his life
. -for his fright to live iq: *is country with his family-is denied
the protection of these elewntary rights.
"

I
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and human tenets of our legal system and descending to the prac-

proceedings, a person assigned by the Justice Department and
working for the Justice Department sits as a judge (I) at the deportation hearings.
R , Section ?qn , (b) *ofthe ~ a l t e r h 4 c ~ a r r aLaw
n provides that deportation hearings shall be conducted by a "special inquiry officer." One man employed by the Justice Department serves as the
judge, prosecutor, and jury! This Section allows, but does not require, the Attorney General to appoint a second officer to akt as
prosecutor in any case he deems that procedure advisable. The
Replations governing hearings, issued by the Attorney General,
make the matter entirely discretionary with the officer in charge
of the local office.
The evidence? '
~ i r s t , the
,
non-citiien's own statement, made without legal advice, is entered as evidence. The non-citizen's attorney objects to
this procedure but his objections are overruled by the "judge,"
who b k s his "decision" on the Regulations issued by the Attorney
General.
After the non-citizen's own statement is accepted as "evidence,"
the Justice Department brings in a witness. The witness is invariably a person on the Justice Department payroll who proceeds to
swear that he remembers that ig years ago-when he was a member
of the Communist Party and before he was expelled as an FBI
agent-he attended three closed meetings of the organization where
he saw the noncitizen now on trial pay his dues as a member of'
the Communist Party.
This government witness usually can't remember what he had
for breakfast the morning of the deportation hearings. But, he

swears under oath that he recognizes the non-citizen and remembers seeing him at meetings ig years ago, even though the truth
of the matter is that he has nmer seen the nopcitizen in his entire
life.
When government witness Elsie Grasso couldn't identify
Katherine Hyndrnan, of Gary, Indiana, the hearing ofticer recessed.
the deportation hearing for ten minutes. When they reconvened
the hearing, Miss Grasso pointed out Mrs. Hyndman sitting at the
defense table and "identified" her1
These are professional witnesses the Government uses at deportation hearings. They are on the Justice Department payroll at
four or five thousand dollars a year. They are prepared to swear to
anything-no matter how fantastic it may sound-in order to keep
their jobs.
That is all.
The noncitizen is ordered deported.
In 1984 he violated no law when he belonged to the Communist Party. But, in 1952, Congress passed the Walter-McCarran Law
which makes the 1934 membership an offense today, for which he
can be deported and torn away from his family.
The nen-citizen can appeal the "decision" to the Board of
Immigration Appeals in Washington, D. C. The Board is composed
of five 'members. It is a part of the Justice Department. E G if~
. the Board reverses the decision ordering deportation, the ~ t t o r n e ~
General can ignore the Board and order the non-citizen deported
from the United States.
The non-citizen can appeal the deportation order to the Federal
Courts but cannot get a full judicial review of his case.-The courts
do not attempt to decide whether the deportation order was. correct or incorrect. The courts seek to determine only whether the
deportation order is supported by substantial evidence ( which can
. be easily manufactured), was issued on the basis of legal authority
(which is provided by the Walter-McCarran Law), and whether
there was a fair hearing (and practically any hearing is regarded as
"fair").
.- -' I
This is 4cjustice'~-Walter-McCarranLaw style.
,
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The President's Commission on Immigration and Natbralization, at the .conclusion of its public hearings, found that, "The
present hearing procedure in deportation and exclusion cases fails
to conform to the now generally accepted standards of fair hearings."

Deportation
"Deportation used as a penalty is inhuman and medieval."-RABBI SIMON
G. KRAMER, President, Synagogue
Council of America.
After the Alien and Sedition Laws of 1798 were wiped ofE
the statute books, there was no deportation law. I t was not until
1888 that a deportation law was passed by Congress. The 1888 deportation law was passed only in order to expel from the country
those who entered illegally.
The first permanent deportation law passed in 1888, therefore,
was regarded as an adjunct to the exclusion of immigrants.
Congress had no intention to deport people who were living
here legally. Any such concept would have been regarded as barbaric then. It is equally barbaric today.
Since 1888, the concept of deportation has been developed
gradually to the point where it no longer his any relationship to
the exclusion of immigrants.
There is no statute of limitations in the deportation laws. The
length of a non-citizen's residence is immaterial. The length of
time since the "offense" may have been committed is equally immaterial.
Section 241 (a) of' the Walter-McCarran Law sets forth the
grounds for the deportation of non-citizens.
Subsection (I) provides that a non-citizen can be deported if
the Attorney General "knows or has reason to believe" that the
n6n-citizen entered the United States "solely, principally, or inci21

dentally to engage in.activities ,which would be prejudicial to the
prrblic interest, or endanger the welfare, safety, -or security of the
United States'" ,
,, ,
. $Subsection (4) provide8 that any non-citizen convicted of a
crime involving "moral turpitude" within five years after entry,
or two such crimes any time after entry, can be deported.
Subsection (5) provides for the deportation of non-citizens who
fail to be registered and fingerprinted.
Subsection (6) (C) proviaed f6k b e deportation of non-citizens
who are, or ever were, members of, or aliated with, the Communist Part): ,of'the United states.
- ~ubse~tibn
(6)(E)' provides for {he deportation of any nondtken who i$ a &$beT of, &"afbliwed with, any organization required to be registered under the Subversive Activities Control
Act (the McCarrap Law of 1950)~.
There are 17 subsec;tions and 8 subsubsections in Section a41
(a).-These are-inknded to cover .practically everything and anything, and contain1 a provision even far the deportation of any noncalled a sawedcitizen convicted of possessing "a weapon com~~only
off sboqpia.?
Perhaps even more fantastic is a provision in Section 241 (c)..
Tbiriedeclared that an immigrant entering the United States on the
basis*of a 'marriage less than w o years old shall be considered ta
have secured his visa by fraud-and deported-if the marital agreement is not fulfilled "to the satisfaction of the Attorney General."
The,provisions covering foreign seamen are extremely harsh.
Section 252 (b) provides that, if a seamen overstays his period of
admission, or violates or manifests an "intention" to violate any
of the oonditions attached to hie admission, he is subject to immediate qnd summary deportation, without even the limited rights
established for ordinary deportation cases. Before being deported.
. the seaman can be fined $500 and sent to jail for six months..
Supreme Court Justice Frank Murphy, in one of his opinions,
stated, in regard to
kind of treatment of non-atkns: "The
alien would be fully clothed with his constitutional rights when
defending himself in a court of law, but he would be strippedeof
,
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those rights when deportation officials encircle him. I cannot agree
that the framers of the Constitution meant to make such a hollow
mockery of human freedom."
Those who drafted the Walter-McCarran Law left nothing to
chance and exercised the full reaches of their wild fascist imaginations.
There is no possibility of escape for any noncitizen who ever
indicated that he or she possessed an independent or progressive
or human thought. And the ion-citizen who today shows the
slightest inclination to think at any time in the future may also
be threatened with deportation proceedings.
in danger only as a result of his own
Nor is the~~noncitizen
thoughts. Using the principle of guilt by8association, the Law
would deport non-citizens because of the way others think.
Thought control?
Those who drafted this Law would be among the first to proclaim thek'oppition to thought control as inimical to Americantraditions. Indeed, it is piously hoped by Mr. Walter and Mr.
Mdarran that, once their Law is implemented, there will be no
such thing as a thought left in this country to control.
That is their way of "fighting" thought control.
*

Self-Deportation
"This situation reminds me of the
treatment of deportees by the Nazis;
they were required to aid in their deportation so QS to create the irnpression that they were voluntary exiles."
-LESTER GUTTERMAN,
drepresenting
American Jewish Committee and
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai
B'rith.
After the non-ditizen is ofdered deported, he can appeal to the
Board of ~mmig&tion Appeals. Once the Board of Immigration

Appeals sustains the deportation order, as it invariably does .in
plolitical cases, a final order of deportation is entered against: the:
.,
nan-citizen.
The pon-citizen is then coksiciered to have been accorded the
-J' .
full "benefit" of due process.
The Justice Department now proceeds t o try to get travel do&m a t s on the basis of which it can deporg the non-citizen. Under
Section 243 (a) (7). the Attorney General can deport a non-citi-:
Zen "to any country which is willing to accept such alien into its
territory."
At the same time, the noncitizen must try to deport himself ,
within six months after the final order of deportation. Section 242 .
(e) provides that a non-citizen must "make timely application in
good faith for travel or other documents necessary to his departure.".
The non-citizen left his country of birth 42 years ago. He has :
no relatives left in Europe. He is no longer familiar with the
lpgua.ge or customs of his native Land. He was raised in this country: He is a product of our society, our culture, our way of life.
, By no stretch of the imagination can he be regarded as ~ussian
or
Hungarian or anything, exspt average American.
r
He has no desire to leave his family or his friends.
~ev&theless,'heis forced to seek some country that will accept
him-an American version of a displaced person, displaced by the
Justice Department's deportation hysteria.
Failure to make "timely application in good. faith" for travel
documents is a criminal offense. The penalty provided by Congress
for this "offense" reflects its bias and hatred against non-citizens
and exposes in still another way the viciousness of the Walter-Mc-Carran Law, its obvious purpose to terrify the non-citizen.
Is this "offense" a serious crime?
Has the noncitizen jeopardized anyone's life or welfare?
Does this "offense" harm the country or the people in any way?
One expects the punishment. to fit the crime. But, for the
"crime" of failing to apply for documents, the non-kitizen can be
sentenced.to serve ten years in a Federal penitentiary.
Two non-citizens have been indicted already under this
'
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vision: Martin Karasek, of Bettendorf, Iowa, a native of Austria,,
51 years old, a legal resident of the United States for 49 years; and
Frank Spector, of Los Angeles, a native of Russia, 55 years old, a
resident of this country for 40 years;; Their cases are now pending
in the Federal courts. They each face ten years in a Federal penitentiary.

Supervisory Parole

"In general, the Walter-McCarran
Law pushes to extreme and inhuman
length the doctrine that aliens have
no guaranteed rights in this country."
-UNITEDSTATESSENATOR
HERBERT
H. LEHMAN.
Once a final order of deportation has been entered, and while
efforts are proceeding to effect deportation, the Attorney General
can hold a non-citizen without bail for six months ox release the
- non-citizen on bail, under Section 242 (c).
The Attorney General is given six months during which time
to effect the non-citizen's deportation. At the same time, the noncitizen must attempt to secure the 'necessary documents to effect
selfdepor tation
After six months, if deportation cannot be effected, the non..citizen's
status changes. If in custody, he is released under "super...
visiony'and, if not in custody, he is placed under "supervision."
"~u~ervision"
is a euphemistic term for "police state."
The non-citizen is now told that he is "free" under Supervisory
Parole.
Section 242 (d) of the Walter-McCarran Law provides that the
kgulations governing Supervisory Parole, as prescribed by the Attorney General, can include that the noncitizen:
(I) appear from ,time to time before an immigration officer
for identification;
" (2) submit, if necessary, to medical and psychiatric exarnination
.;
'
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" (3) give information under oath as to his nationality, circum- 11
stances, habits, associations, and activities, and such other informa- '!
tion, whether or nor related to the foregoing, as the Attorney Gen- iI
,
era1 may deem fit and proper; and
" (4) conform to such reasonable written restrictions on hi
conduct or activities as are prescribed by the Attorney General in
his case."
Failure to comply with any one of these regulations, or to give:
false information, can result in a fine of f 1,000 and a one-year jails
sentence.
In these cases, where the Justice Department finds that its belt-,
line.depottation operation is frustrated since it cannot deport the '
noncitizen anyplace, the non-citizen-is supposed to erect a private
concentration camp in which to live out his days in the United
States.
If this procedure is sanctioned by the courts, and police-state
eohd'idons of living are hed 00 be legal for non-deportable <on.citizens, then the average noncitizen in' this . category may well be
placed in the position, by the unreasonable regulations, where he
hnnot: avoid violating the Law and subject himself to criminal
prosecution and jail.
I

*
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Naturalization
"It may be doubted that the framers of the Constitution intended to
create two clases of citizens, one free
and independent, one haltered with a
lifetime string tied to its status."SUREMECOURTJUSTICE WILEY
RqrLEDGE, in the Schneiderman case.

,

I

It was not until 1906 that Congress passed a law providing for
,the denaturalization of naturalized American citizens. The 1906
law gave the government power to start proceedings to cancel citizenship obtained by "fraud" or "illegal procurement."
26
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In 1@, . denaturalization was considered a matter of depriving
an individual of citizenship to which he had never been entitled.
~en'atwalizationwas not intended & a punishment. Citizenship
legally obtained by naturalization was regarded ,as sacrosanct and
entitled the individual to Eull ahd equal rights with n a t i ~ ~ b o r n
Americans.
"Fraud" is a clear term. It is a definite act consciously committed with a purpose to mislead. It is more than a mere mis,
statement of fact.
The Walter-McCarran Act, which was supposed to codify the
law, eliminates "fraUd" and "illegal procurement" as bases for
denaturalization, Section 340 (a) substitutes in their place "concealment of a material fact" and "willful inisrepresentation."
These new terms are much broader and comprehensive in meaning -than the old ones. They are, at the same time, vaguer and
more dScult to define. Different courts will interpret "concealment of a material fact" in different ways and subject naturalized
citizens to new attacks on their citizenship.
These dangers are seriously increased by the fact that there is
no statute of limitation barring denaturalization proceedings after
any given period of time.'A person could have become a citizen
2 5 or 50 years ago. His or her naturalization can be revoked today
under these Walter-McCarran Law provisions because he or she
"concealed a material fact" when becoming a citizen 25 or 50
years ago.
This is .only one area in which the Walter-McCarran Law
seriously undermines the rights of naturalized American citizens
and thereby the rights of native-born citizens as well.
Orher denaturalbation provisions are completely unprecedented
in the history of the country and contain serious dangers to the
rights of the American people.
Section 940 (a) provides that any naturalized citizen who, within
ten years after becoming a citizen, is found guilty of contempt of
Congress for refusing to testify concerning "subversive" activities
shall have his citizenship revoked.
Section 340 (c) provides that any naturalized citizen who, within
a7
b
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years after becoming a citizen, joins or becomes affiliated with
any organization, membership in which would have been grounds
for being denied citizenship, shall have his citizenship revoked.
This is not American citizenship. This means a five-year or
ten-year parole status for naturalized citizens. I t is citizenship on
sufferance. It takes away all the dignity and meaning of American
citizenship.
United States Senator Herbert H. Lehrnan has stated that,
"What was once conceived' as an act of transformation-from alien
ko citizen-now becomes the grant of a temporary license, revocable
for what may be no more than an indiscretion]"
In this manner, denaturalization nm longer serves to correct
mistakes made i n naturaliiation proceedings. It becomes a method
whereby the' conduct of citizens .can be controlled in the same
manner that noncitizens can be placed under special restraints.
What is the value of American citizenship without freedom of
speech, without freedom of belid, without freedom of association?
A comparison between deportation and denaturalization comes
automatically.
In deportation, at first it was a matter of exclusion and correcting situations where there was illegal entry.
In denaturalization, at first it was a matter of fraud and correcting situations where there was illegal procurement of citizenin3l=i31
ship.
In deportation, over the years, a body of law was developed
creating ever new grounds for deportation, now having nothing
to do with the manner of the noncitizen's entry, to a point where
a non-citizen can be deported for illegal possession of a sawed-off
shotgun or failing to notify the,Attorney General of a change of
address within ten days of such change.
In denaturalization, over the years, there similarly can be de-veloped a body of law constantly expanding the grounds for1
denaturalization to a point where naturalized citizens will lose,
their citizenship for illegal possession of a sawed-off shot-gun or
failing to notify the Attorney General of a change of address within
ten days of such change.
fiuc
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Other provisions of the Law discriminate against naturalized
citizens in special ways.
Section 940 (d) provides that, if a naturalized citizen assumes
permanent residence in any foreign country within five years after
he becomes a citizen, he shall lose his American citizenship.
Section 352 (a) provides that, if a naturalized citizen lives continuously for three, years in his country of birth or for five years in
any other foreign country, or countries, at any time after naturalization, he shall lose his American citizenship. .

Immigration
"I am quite shocked and surprised
in seeing Hitler's $rinciples retained
in our immigration legislation, par-'
titularly after we have fought a war
to eradicate his idem."-REV. JOSEPH
J . LAMB,Dil~ftor,Diocesan Bureau of
Social Service, Inc, Providence, R. I.

Immigration has always symbolized for the people ot the world
the demomatic growth and development of the United States.
Those who drafted the Walter-McCarran Law demonstrated
their antipathy to democracy and a predilection to discrimination
in the immigration section just as much as they did in all other
sections of the Lab.
Their lack of faith in the American people is typified by a
provision in Section 212, (e) granting the President the power in
peace time to "suspend the entry of all aliens." Any time the
President wishes, he can end all immigration into the United
States by issuing a proclamation!
The immigration section of the new Law continues the dis29
I

I
crimination levelled against Eastern and Southern Europe and '
'
Asia in the ~ a t i o n aOrigins
l
Immigration Quota System introduced
in 1924. In 1924, the discrimination in the quota laws was ,con- 1
demned by Rabbi stephen S. Wise, Alfred E. Smith, and many
other prominent Americans.
As stated b i Miss Susan D. Adams, of the Los Angeles Central
Labor council,' AFL, in October 1952: "We had better stop pre-'
tending we live in igsq and can depend on ifnmigration policies.
which were highly questionable even then."
Those permitted to enter under the Walter-McCarran Law are.
screened with a view to preventing the entry of any person with any
progressive thought or activity in his or her background. Any 1
potential immigrant can be denied a visa and barred from entry
if the consular officer or the ~ t t d r n General
e~
know or have reason
to believe that the immigrant seeks "to enter the United States.
solely, principally, or incidentally to engage in activities which
would be prejudicial t o .the public interest. . ."
Section 218 sets forth the general classes of immigrants excluded from admission. This .section contains five sub-sections4and
47 sub-subsectiom, each one setting forth a different class or group
of people barred from entering the United States. They cover
every conceivable ground-moral, economic, physical, and political.
They are a barricade erected in place of an immigration policy
and are intended to keep people out of the country rather than
permit them to enter.
One commendable provision in the new Law ends the barring
of natives of Japan, Korea, Burma, and other Asian countries. A
token annual immigration quota of loo is established for each
one of these countries.
'The elimination of this racial discrimination has been trumpeted and paraded by Walter and MGarran as proof of the fact
that their Law is a "progressive" measure. Some leaders of minority
groups against whom the law previously discriminated were fooled
into support of the entire Walter-McCarran Law by this one provision and served as a "progressive" front for the Law's racist,
reactionary and fascist content.

;
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~esponsibleleaders in these minority communities, however,
:
'refused to be fooled and condemned the new Law, making dear
their feeling that it would avail Asians little to be permitted to
enter- this country and have to live under police-state conditions
and restrictions.
Despite this "democratic" fig-leaf, the immigration provisions
of the Walter-McCarran Law are discriminatory and racist.
instance, Great Britain with a population of q7,ooo,mo
is granted an annual immigration quota of 65,361. Twenty Asian
countries (including China, Japan, India) with a population of
~ , ~ o o , ~ , o o o - 30
o r times the number of people in Great Britain
-are granted an annual immigration quota of n,ooo!
What is this except gross discrimination? China with a population of tjoo,om,ooo is allowed loo immigrants a year while Great
Britain with a population of 47,m,ooo is allowed more than 65,000
immigrants a year.
Another illustration of racial discrimination in the Law is provided by the treatment of residents of the British West Indies. In
the past, immigrants from the British West Indies entered under
the annual quota set for Great Britain. They are still to enter
under this quota, which is 65,361 a year. Section no9 (c), however,
limits immigration from the British West Indies to no more than
loo a year! This is an obvious attempt to prevent the immigration
of Negro people from the West Indies.
The immigration quota provisions of the Walter-McCarran Law.
just as in 1924,seek to discourage the entry of Jewish immigrants
by assigning extremely low quotas to those countries from which
there is large Jewish immigration.
It should be clear that, when the Walter-MtCarran Law is
repealed, the new. law adopted will establish a really democratic
principle of no discrimination in immigration against Asians and
West Indians and will end the discriminatory distribution of
annual immigration quotas as they exist at present.

or

Alaska Cannery Workers
0

"We believe that no useful purpose
can be sewed by such a second examination; The requirement appears to
us to be burdensome, valueless, and
discriminatory."'-Jlraa~sP. PAW,Director, Office of Temtories, U. S. Department of Interior.
An illustration of how the Immigration and Naturalization
Service see& to wse the deportation laws for anti-labor and racist
purposes i s provided by the unrelenting attack on FilipinoAmericans who work in.the Alaska canneries.
In the iggo's, Filipino Americans working in the Alaska canneries from May to August were paid $25 a month. They were
shipped to Alaska from Seartle like cattle, on rotten boats. Their
living and working conditions in Alaska were sub-human.
Today, these workers are paid $goo a month, plus overtime and
bonuses. Their working and living conditions in Alaska are-protected by union contract.
Local 37, ILWU, of Seattle, is the union that has won these
conditions.
For many years, the employers tried to destroy, this local union
without success. A b u t four years ago, the Immigration and Naturalization Service entered the picture. Hundreds of members of
the local union, most of them noncitizem, were questioned by the
Service. They were promised that they would not be deported if
they informed against .the leaders of the union.
The Service failed to recruit any stool-pigeons.
However, the president and business agent of the local union,
as well as three members of the egecutive board and four rankand-file members, were arrested in deportation proceedings. Denaturalization proceedings were initiated againkt two fonner members of the union when they refused to become stool-pigeons.
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Local 37 remained united in the face of this employer-inspired
attack.
All else failing, the Justice Department now has the Walter- .
McCarran Law as a new anti-labor weapon. Section 212 (d) (7)
provides that any person, not a citizen of the United States, traveling from Hawaii, Alaska, Guam, Puerto Rico, or the Virgin Islands
to the continental United States must be examined as though entering the country for the first time and can be excluded. Any noncitizen excluded-without charges and without a hearing-can be
deported immediately to his or her country of birth.
This means that members of Local 37, permanent residents of
the United States, face automatic deportation if they are excluded
when they return here after working in Alaska, despite the fact
that they may have lived most of their lives in this country.
For most members of Local 37 this creates serious problems.
Working in the Alaska canneries represents to them an important
source of income. TOmany, it is their only source of income. This
is one of the means whereby they have supported themselves and
their American families for 2 0 or 25 years. Now it may mean
either starvation or possible deportation.
T o Local 87, it means another chapter in its fight against the
employer and his agents. This time, its very existence is at stake.
This is an extension of the procedure used by the Justice
Department to frame Charles Chaplin and force him into selfexile.
-While Filipino-American members of Local 37 never actually
leave United States territory, Charles Chaplin was permitted to
leave the United States for a visit to Europe with a re-entry permit
-a "promise" that he would be allowed to re-enter the country.
But, no sooner was Chaplin on the high seas than Attoniey General
McGranery announced that Chaplin would not be permitted to
reenter the counti.);!
Charles Chaplin was "deported" from the United States without
a single verifiable charge ever being made against him. The charges
against Chaplin were based on slander, gossip, and prejudice. At-
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torney General McGraaery performed disgracefully, perrnitting
himself to become an agent for the character assassins.
The Nazis in Gemany displayed a similar lack of concern as
to how the peoples of the world would look on their frameups and
double-dealings.
Here again a reactionary procedure is extended to include new
. victims.
First, a non-citizen is barred from returning ("deported")
when he goes to Europe for a visit after having lived here 40 years.
Then, legal residents are to be barred and deported-even
though they nev& aaually leave the United States. This is the
manner in which people are to be treated by the Justice Department under the, Walter-McCarran Law.

'
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"The real purpose of the deportations and 'repatriation# is to further
intimidate, oppress ond force the Mexican workers to accept an even lower
standard of living and to be uced in
a competitive sinsc against the other
~~ .
workers in the a r e a . " - I s ~ ~CONZALEZ, Denver, Colorado.

,

,

The mass deportations of Mexican immigrants is a regular
occurrence in the Southwest and in Southern California, as well
as in many industrial areas of the country.
During 1952, more than 618,000 persons were deported to
Mexico.
This figure is to be compared with about- 2,000 deported to
Europe.
Since the Walter-McCarran Law went into effect, during the
first three months of 1953. 204,767 were deported to Mexico.
During the month of March 1959 alone, 74,695 were deported
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to Mexico. This means an average of 2,500 deportations to Mexico
each day!
k'A program of mars deportations can be carried out only if the
rights of those deported are totally ignored and they are treated as
persons without any rights, picked up bodily and dumped in
Mexico as one would dump sacks of corn.
Neither is it possible to determine the number of American citiiens deported to Mexico as noncitizens as a part of this mass
I$ deportation program. Thousands of naturalized citizens and nativeborn citizens of Mexican descent havebeen stopped by immigrat ion officials, 9uestioned, and summarily deported.
The Walter-McCarran Law actually legalizes many of the
practices used against Mexican-Americans by the Justice Department illegally for many years.
Arrests without warran!. and summary deportations-wi thout
ptoper hearings or an opportunity to defend oneself-have been the
rule in the treatment of Mexican-Americans. Today, it may become
as well the practice for all other foreign-born Americans.
The failure of organized labor and other sections of the population in the past to provide adequate defense for MexicanAmericans against the terroristic practices of the Justice Department
results today i n undermining the rights of all.
The defense of the rights of Mexican-Americans is essential to
the development of a people's fight against the Walter-McCarran
Law.
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Naturalization
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1 recommend that citizenship be
available to all &ens admitted for
permanent residence and that aliens
be encouraged to become American
citizens." - CORDELIACOX, Resettlement Service, National Lutheran
Council.

I
I

The naturalization provisions of the Walter-McCarran Law,
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just like the immigration section, make one important contribution. Section 311 provides that, "The right of a person to become
a naturalized citizen of the United States shall not be denied or
abridged because of race. . ."
Other than this provision, the naturalization section-as a part
of the Law's general attitude to non-citizens-establishes the same
clear deterrents to the naturalization of non-citizens as the immigration section does for the entry of immigrants.
Section 316 (a),provides that, in addition to other qualifications.
. an applicant for citizenship has to show "good moral character"
for five years. Section 916 (e), however, provides that, in considering the application for citizenship, the Court "may take into consideration . . . the, petitioner's.conduct and acts at any time prior
to that period," which means at any time in the past.
Secgion 335 (a) requires the Immigration and Naturalization
Service to "conduct a perqal investigation" in the vicinity 03
vicinities in which the appliant for citizenship has lived for the
preceding five
and in the vicinity or vicinities in which he or
she! has worked for the preceding five years. This provision alone
wi4 serve to discourage ,the average non-citizen from applying for
citizenship, but not because he or she has anything to hide. "Invest@ tion" will create suspicion against the applicant for citizenship among neighborn as well as among co-workers.
Section 313 (c) permits any non-citizen who has not been a
member of a proscribed organization for more than ten years to
become a citizen. This is meaningless, however, and can be regarded
even as entrapment for the unsuspecting non-citizen.
Any non-citizen who would admit to membership in a proscribed
orgahiiation 'dating back more than ten years before filing for
naturalization'wouldnever become a citizen. The non-citizen would
be, airented in deportation proceedings instead! Section 241 proyides that memberqhip in a proscribed organization at any time in
.the past9is grounds for deportation.
More than loo non-citizens today face deportation because they
admitted to past membership in a proscribed organization when
36
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applying for citizenship under the old naturalization law, which
had a provision similar to Section 3 13 (c). They did not become
citizens. They were arrested in deportation proceedings instead.
And Section 318 of the Walter-McCarran Law provides that no
applicant for citizenship can be naturalized as long as there are
pending deportation proceedings of any kind against that person!
The Walter-McCarran $Law does not encourage non-citizens
o apply for citizenship nor does it facilitate in any way the
naturalization of the g,ooo,ooo non-citizens now in the United
States.

I
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Exchange of Information
"The o$ening of records of any
Government agency or department t o .
the Attorney General for the purpose
of identity and location of aliens
seem> a different concept of the use
of Gouernment records from that
which we have traditionally followed
in this country."-HELEN HARRIS,executive director, United Neighborhood Houses of New York.
Section 105 of the Walter-McCarran Law authorizes the Commissioner of Immigration and Naturalization "to maintain direct
and continuous liaison" with the FBI and CIA "for the purpose
of obtaining and exchanging information."
Section 290 provides for the establishment in the Commissioner's office of a "central index" of the names and location of all
non-citizens in the United States. Section 290 (c) instructs the
Federal Security Administrator to provide the Attorney General
with all "available information" concerning any non-citizen issued
a social security card.
These two sections facilitate the development of a master blacklist. They destroy the confidential nature of the social-security files.
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Organized labor, especially the UAWCIO, has taken special exception t o the "central index" and the divulgence of social-security
recads.
In 'considering this "central index," one thinks of the manner
in which European autocracies sought to control the lives of their
inhabitants. At one time, when traveling in Europe, it was necessary to visit the local police station to register with the police
immediately upon arriving in a city.
In the United States, control is to be exercised not through the
local police. The "master index" of non-citizens is to be first in the
hands of the Commissioner and then with the FBI. And how much
greater use would a "master index" of non-citizens be to the FBI
if it were supp1emme-d with a list of all citizens?
The non-citizen is to be central indexed first. If that succeeds,
then the citizen! '

Joint Congressional Committee
' T h e . committee (is) given powers

ovm the executive branch which are
'

unusual and of a highly questionable
. Such Proposals are not
nature.
consistent with the constitutional doctrine of the separation of powers."I~~E~~D
HARRY
E N TS. TRUMAN,
in Message to Congress vetoing the WalterMcCarran Bill.

..

One would imagine a Congressman's main job to be legislation.
That, however, appears to have become old-fashioned.
It appears now that the reason we Americans go to the polls to
elect members of Congress is to provide an opportunity for headline-hunters to gather in Washington and set themselves up
"investigating" committees.
"Investigating" committees seem to have become the latest p r c
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~ccupationof those who are supposed to be "dignified" and ''re-,
spectable" law-makers.
The Walter-McCarran Law is a product of this new disease,
1 which might be called investigatitis or, to trace the disease to its
origin, McCarranism and McCarthyism.
The new Law was born in a 1947 Senate resolution authorizing
an "investigation" of the immigration and naturalization systerns
of the United States. This "investigating" committee labored for
three years under the chairmanship of Senator McCarran. It held
public hearings; it pored over the law books; it studied whatever it
studied; and it produced the monstrosity known as the WalterMcCarran Law.
That was the work of one "investigating" committee.
Now we see developed the technique of an "investigating" committee creating another "investigating" committee. Section 401 of
-.
the monstr&sity produced by the l g q 7 "investigating" committee
provides for the establishment of a 1953 "investigating" committee!
Section 401, however, introduces a new feature in "investigating" committees. This is not to be just a House committee to investigate this, or a Senate committee to investigate that. This is
to be a House and Senate Committee to invwtigate this and that!
Section 401 provides for the establishment of a Joint Committee
on Immigration and Naturalization Policy to be composed of five
members from each Committee on the Judiciary of the House and
the Senate. This super-duper "investigating" committee is fully
clothed by the Law with unlimited power in order to make "a
continuous study" of the operation of the Walter-McCarran Law.
Under the United States Constitution, the administration of the
law is delegated to the administrative branch of government But,
those who drafted the Walter-McCarran Law probably felt that
thqy had license to codify the constitution as well as the immigration laws. Therefore, they rewrote the constitutional provision for
separation of
They obviously have as little respect for the
United States Constitution as they do for the rights and the lives of
foreign-born Americans.
'
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r ne Department of Justice
" (The Immigration and Naturalization Sewice) doesn't belong in the
Department of Justice.*'-HON. EDWARD CORSI,Industrial Commissioner,
State of New York; former District
Direaor of Immigration and Naturalization at Ellis Island.
'

I

What should be the function of the Immigration and Naturalization Service?
It deals with non-citizens. It deals with newly-arriving immigrants.
It has had the word, "Service," in its title for many years, and
should function as a social service agency of the government, to
encourage and facilitate the naturalization of non-citizens, and help
the immigrant.
Non-citizens are not criminals! The average non-citizen could
live here for 50 years and have no direct contact with the police or
the law unless it be for a t r s c violation.
But, the non-citizen's entire life has now become enmeshed with
the Justice Department, the police agency of the Federal government. This can be attributed in part to the fact that the Service
is attached to the Justice Department.
Being part of the0JusticeDepartment and under its supervision
since 1940, the' Service and the people working in it develop a
police attitude and a police point-of-vim. The "Service" now
services no one. Instead, it has become an agency for tricking the
noncitizen, an agency for harassing and intimidating the nonthe foreign born. In this. it
citizen, an agency for
completely belies its name.
to the FBI and its relationship to the Justice
Its
Department create in the Service an attitude toward non-citizens
that negates the purpose for which the Service should function.
The Service has become an agency for repression and oppression.

This is especially dangerous in view of the fact that the Service
deals with non-citizens-people without political power or a firm
legal status, extremely unfamiliar with the laws and legal procedures, unaware of their rights and easily subject to any form of
intimidation.
With the Service a part of the Justice Department, Congress,
too, Iooks upon it as a police agency, which facilitates the enactment of police-state laws for the non-citizen.
The Immigration and Naturalization Service should be transferred out of the Justice Department and established as an independent agency of government.
In that way the Service and the people working in its will
be able to rid themselves of their police attitude and perhaps
function as an aid and service to the non-citizen.
In that way the Service would be in the position to make

Repeal
"The CIO urges that the WalterMcCarran Act be repealed and replaced by a new policy .on immigration and naturalization which will be
consistent with 20th century conditions and ideals."--CIO CONV~TION,
December 1952.
To the people of the world, Charles Chaplin is a symbol of the
extent to which reaction has become stronger and dt?mocracyweaker
in the United States today.
To the people of the world, Thomas Mann also has special
meaning. Thomas Mann, who fled Germany in 1935 and wa,
granted asylum in the United States, became an American citizen,
voluntarily gave up his American citizenship in 1952 to live in
Vienna for the rest of his life because of the growing repression
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in this country. Meanwhile, Walter Gieseking who, in 1949,
forced to leave the United States because of his Nazi association
1953 was granted permission to enter the United States under the
provisions of the Walter-McCarran Law.
T o the people of the world, these developments are symptomatic of the Walter-McCarran Law.
This Law conflicts with our traditions as a people.
It negates the principles enunciated in the Declaration of
Independence and in the Bill of Rights of the United States
Constitution.
It would extinguish the torch of freedom so proudly held aloft
by that immigrant from France, the Statue of Liberty, in New York
harbor.
But, it is not just the non-citizen who is threatened. It is not
just the naturalized citizen who is menaced. The native born citizen
is equally threatened. As stated by U.S. Senator Herbert H. Lehman,
"The Walter-McCarran Law . . . can corrode the fiber of all our
rights and liberties."
The provisions of the Law discussed in this pamphlet indicate
clearly these dangers. T o the extent possible, we have reported
the numbers of the sections as they were discussed. Those who do
not accept our interpretation should get a copy of the Law from
their Congressman. The provisions of this Law speak for themselves.
In attempting to understand the Law, it is important to remember that the test of a law is not what is done under it but what
may be done under it. Only on that basis is it possible to determine
whether it is open to abuse and whether it can be used against the
best interests of the American people.
~ tis' these considerations which have spurred leaders in every '
walk of American life to give clear expression to the people's demand for repeal of the Walter-McCarran Law.
The President's Commission on Immigration and Naturalization, in summarizing the testimony of 600 witnesses, reported: "The
dominant theme of those who appeared to testify or file statements
was criticism of the Act of 1952. Some objected to specific aspects,
but most witnesses opposed the basic theories of the new law."
42
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Some who oppose the Law are now urging its revision, feeling
that such a goal is the only one that can be accomplished.
Those who advocate repeal and those who advocate revision
have a common goal: the defeat and elimination of the pernicious
and dangerous threats to American liberties and democratic rights
contained in the Walter-Mdarran Law.
The motivating principle behind the Law-each and every section-is ,the police-state mind. Therefore, this Law cannot possibly
be squared with democratic principles by correcting one or more
of its sections.
T o permit any part of this Law to remain in its present form
would leave functioning a fountainhead of reactionary poison in-.
fecting all procedures and reinfecting all sections. As stated by
Senator Lehma-n, "Minor repairs would be a farce. Such a result
would set us back rather than move us forward."
At the same time, many important sections of the American
people have their own special reasons for opposing the Law. T o
revise any one section would satisfy only a limited number of
groups. The objective that has the greatest possibility of succeeding
is the one that would win the support of all those opposed to the
Law and that obviously is the fight for repeal.
Edward L. Dubroff, President of the Association of Immigration
and Nationality Lawyers, has declared that, "We think one may
expect quicker action on an entirely new bill than on amendments.
. . Amendments will not satisfy anybody."
In a similar vein, the Hon, Philip B. Perlman, former Solicitor
General of the United States and Chairman of the President's Commission on Immigration and Naturalization: has cautioned: "Any
division in the efforts of those who oppose the Walter-McCarran
Law invites failure. I urge you to resist any efforts for temporary
measures, no matter how appealing they may seem."
The fight to repeal the Walter-McCarran Law merits the full
support of every person and every organization opposed to racist,
discriminatory, and oppressive police-state laws.
Let your Congressman hear from you. Write today to the tws
members of the U. S. Senate from your State. Urge them to work
43
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and vote for repeal of the Walter-MoCarran Law:
Get your organization to adopt a resolution to be sent to your
Congressmen.
Get your friends, neighbors, and associates to send letters to
their Congressmen.
Send a letter to your newspaper urging editorial support for the
fight to repeal the Walter-McCarran Law and calling on readers
to take immediate action.
The public demand for repeal of this Law is growing daily.
Already, one group of Congressmen have responded to public
opinion by-introducing. legislatian. Congressmen Barrett, Klein,
Fino, Dollinger, Javits, and others have introduced an identical
bill in the present Congress for repeal of the Walter-McCarran Law.
Section 1 of the Barrett Bill provides for the repeal of the
Walter-McCarran Law, which is commendable. Section 2, however,
would reenact all the la+ in effect before the Walter-McCarran
Law was passed.
Section 2, therefore, would bring back the deportation and denaturalization provisions of the 1950 McCarran Law, the Alien
Registration Act of 1940, the National Origins Quota Law of 1gn4,
the 1918 Deportation Law-all of which add up in many ways to '
the alter-~c~arran Law all over again.
-Admittedly, a repeal bill has to propose what is to replace the
Walter-McCarran Law. But, the energies expended and hopes
stimulated by the mobilization of. the American people must result in more than just an empty gesture, or a revival under a different naine of the same persecutions set forth in the Walter-Mdarran
Law.
i
Repeal of the Walter-McCarran Law must result in achieving '
an immig~ationand naturalization policy in keeping with demo- (
cratic principles. It can achieve that objective by developing a new
law based on democratic and humane principles.
While the fight for repeal continues andGgrows, the Walter-McCarran Law is on the statute books.
The Justice Department tries to put into effect its police-state
'
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provisions, attempting to undermine the fight for repeal by seeking
to legitimize the ~ a w .
Considering the public and official reaction to the Law, one
would imagine that the Justice Department would refuse to extend persecution under the Law, at least until the new Congress
has had an opportunity to reconsider its provisions. Instead, thousands of non-citizens and naturalized citizens are being made to
feel the impact of the new Law.
The American Committee for Protection of Foreign Born is
prepared to assist and defend any non-citizen or naturalized citizen
whose rights a r e adversely affected by the Justice Department's
attempts to implement the police-state features of the Walterd a m a n Law.
The Committee is defending already more than ~7~ nontizens threatened with deportation .because of their political
opinions and more than 30 naturalized American citizens threatened
with revocation of their utizenship on political grounds.
In addition to seeking to mobilize public opinion in opposition
to these persecutions, the Committee challenges the Justice Department's procedures, and tests @e constitutionality of the Law, in
he Federal courts.
The case of Michael Nukk, Estonian-American of New Yo~K,
now before the Federal Court of Appeals, challenges the Justice
Department's attempt to hold non-citizens without bail for six
month following a final order of 'deportation by the Board of
Immigration Appeals. This becomes a six-month "jaiY' senrence
when, +asin the Nukk case, the Justice Department tries to hold
the non-citizen for six months even though it knows that it cannot
secure travel papers for his deportation.
The' case of Giacomo Quattrone, Italian-American of Boston,
now before the Federal Court of Appeals, challenges the constitutionality of deportation based on affiliation.-The deportation proceedings against Quattrone established the fact that he was never
a niember of the Communist Party, He was ordered deported on
the ground that he was afliliated with the Communist Party since
he attended some public meetings held by that organization, con45
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tribu ted some funds, and read the Daily Worker. Quttrone's deportatibn on these charges was prevented by an appeal to the Federal
courts, where his case is now pending.
,
In Seattle, Ernesto Mangaoang, business agent of ILWW, Local
37, is opposing deportation on the ground that, as a Filipino, he
was a national of the United States, owing allegiance to this coun.try. His case is before the Federal Court of Appeals.
I
Also in Seattle, Local 37 of the ILWU is seeking an injunction '
to restrain the Justice Department from excluding any members of
the Union returning from Alaska at the conclusion of the canning
season.
In New York, a petition for a writ of habeas corpus is pending
in the Federal District Court challenging the Justice Department's
denial of bail to Herman Nixon, ;m-year-old non-citizen who has
I
lived in the United State for gn years.
4
In Federal Courts across the country naturalized citizens are !
defending their right to their American citizenship and challenging
the constitutionality of the denaturalization provisions of the '
Wal ter-McCarran Law.
In Detroit, 2 1 non-citizens have refused, to accept the new bond .
"'conditions" seeking their disassociation from the labor and progressive movement. Their challenge is pending in the Federal District Court. A similar challenge by nine non-citizensi n Los Angeles
is also pending in the Federaf District Court. In San Francisco, .
Nat Yanish surrendered and has been jailed since March 17 because
he refused to accept the new "conditions" to his "freedom" on bail.
An appeal in the Yanish case is pending in the Federal courts.
Other court challenges are pending in various parts of the
country.
These challenges in the Federal courts are part of the develop
ing people's fight against the Walter-McCarran "Police State" Law.
This fight will never cease until the Law is repealed and the Justice
Department's deportation and denaturalization hysteria is ended.
This is part of the fight against the reactionary drive to fascism
and war. It must be seen as su& if it is to be won.
The vicious. jim crow system and the national pattern of dis,
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nation and genocide suffered by the Negro people strengthens

1

sed outbursts of antisemitism in all parts of the
country, symbolized by the rotten frame-up of the Rosenbergs, feed
the bigots and the hate-mongers.
The increased prosecutions of trade unionists under the TaftHartley Law provides ammunition for the enemies of the people.
The Smith Act prosecutions and jailings of Communist Party
leaders bolster the McCarthys and Veldes.
All forms of repression must be defeated. Otherwise, no minority-and, therefore, no person-in the United States can feel
secure from attack by these advance guards of American fascism.
As Americans, aware of our responsibility for the future of
humanity, we must dedicate ourselves to defeating all persecutions
in this country, to provide the people of the United States with
an opportunity to grow and develop as decent human beings in an
atmosphere free from hysteria, free from oppression, and dedicated
to the cause of humanity and world peace. '

REPEAL THE WALTER-McCARRAN LAW
The American Committee for Protection of Foreign Born urges
that, in place of the Walter-McCarran Law, the Congress adopt a
new immigration and naturalization policy which will be based on
the following general principles:
1. That any non-citizen who has lived in the United States for
two years or more, if entry was in accordance with law, be permitted
to become an American citizen by appearing in Open Court and
taking an oath of allegiance to the Constitution of the United States.

That any non-citizen who has lived in the United States for
five years or more, should not be threatened with deportation for
any reason whatsoever.
2.

3. That a naturalized citizen should not be threatened with cancellation of citizenship for any reason whatsoever, unless it was
obtained by clear fraud; and, then, only if denaturalization proceedings are started within five years of the granting of naturalization.
4. That immigration be permitted without dishmination as
to country of birth, race, color, creed or political belief, with full
utilization of quotas established on the basis of the country's social,
economic and cultural requirements.

5. That at no time can a non-citizen be denied the protection
of any provision of the Bill of Rights, especially sections dealing
with the rights to bail and freedom of belief and association.
In addition, we urge that the Immigration and Naturalization
Service be transferred out of the Justice Department and be
established as an independent agency of the government.
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